SENIUS
Tunnel Ovens

Senius Food Equipment
SENIUS Food Equipment designs and
supplies process lines for the baking
industry. Our offer ranges from single units
to complete lines, and customised solutions
developed for specific customer needs.
Hence we do not consider ourselves just as
an equipment supplier, but as much a
provider of ideas and solutions which fits
the specific needs of the individual client.

Founder Henrik Senius says:
We take great pride in being flexible, fast
reacting, and through our very experienced
team, to have the ability of providing the
right answers to our customers in a quick,
reliable, and straight forward manor.
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The SENIUS Team

Henrik Senius

Linda Pedersen

Asbjørn Jensen

Thomas Sehested

Anders Filt

Per Niebuhr

Rolf Reuther Nielsen

Kim Andersen

The core team of SENIUS Food Equipment has many years of experience with industrial tunnel ovens and
posses extensive know how from many different areas within the baking industry. We are fast and flexible
around the clock. The team of owners and employees are now stronger than ever with new competences,
experience and capacity.

Organisation

Mission

From single Tunnel Ovens to turn-key solutions. Down to earth hands on attitude
throughout the entire organisation.

It is our dedicated mission to support the
world wide industrial bakeries, through
customer focused solutions and fast
response.

SENIUS means years of baking and industrial oven technology experience. Modern baking solutions, characterized by high quality
and outstanding production efficiency, are
the results of this valuable know how.

A personal positive corporation between
our partners and the SENIUS team is the
passionated business approach.
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SENIUS
Tunnel Ovens
Indirect and Direct Impingement
Ovens
Direct Gas Fired DGF Ovens
Hybrid DGF and Impingement Ovens
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Industrial tunnel baking ovens
Our ovens are installed world wide in
almost any type of application. The modular
designed oven sections can be combined
and optimised for the specific process
requirements.

Tunnel Oven Data
From narrow to very wide		
baking width
Zone lengths from 4 to 16m
Oven length up to 100+ meters
Baking temperatures up to 350°C.
Various types of baking belts
Pneumatic or hydraulic band
tensioning systems
Wash down / USDA ovens

Options and Accessories
Conveyors, loaders and retractors
Cooling tunnels and band coolers
Doughfeeders and conveyors
Belt scraping and brushing units
Energy saving equipment for ovens

Preferred partner corporations

Test center
In the 400m2 well equipped test bakery in
Denmark, we support our client’s with
product development and baking trials.

With a number of preferred partners
SENIUS is able to provide solutions with
various types and brands of equipment for
baking and product handling before and
after the oven. SENIUS with its preferred
partners, provides integrated solutions from
projecting to installation and commissioning;
TURN-KEY
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Impingement
Oven

Principal description
The working principle is indirect air impingement, an optimization of the well known
convection principle. The heat from the gas
burner is exchanged in the heat exchanger
above the baking chamber. The baking air is
not mixed with the combustion air. Direct
Impingement ovens are also available,
where combustion air is circulated in the
baking chamber.

SENIUS oven benefits
Efficient and fast heat transfer with
no flash heat
Uniform colouring and humidity
Simple operation with fast change
over and full repeatability
Hygienic design with large one grip
cleaning doors and inspection hatches.
Unique belt tracking system for
reliable transport and good indexing
of products
Low and compact design, easy to
access in- and outside.
Special Direct Impingement Oven is
available where the combustion gas
is lead to the baking air for optimized
usage of the energy and moisture
from the burner flames.
Wash down / USDA ovens are available with the required stainless steel
inside the oven and with sloped drain
bottom.
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Cookies
Cookies of many variations and tastes are widely
baked in Impingement Ovens world wide.
The world famous butter cookies is a good example,
which have been baked in the convection oven principle for more than 40 years.
Flexibility and process variability is the key to baking

of this type of cookies, and the impingement/convection ovens are very well suited for this.
Most of the ovens are baking on solid steel belts, but
also perforated steel band is being used occasionally.

Cakes
Cakes like the famous muffins or the beloved cup
cakes are good examples of cakes baked in the impingement/convection ovens. The cakes are usually
baked in paper or alu foils or maybe also in baking
trays of various makes.
Many cake ovens are short but wide ovens for space
savings. The challenge is to have very good control
of the temperatures and airflow in the wide oven and
to assure that the bake is equal over the entire width
of the oven. This can be secured by using the impingement type oven.

The impingement oven has many process variables
for controlling the air flow, the temperature, the
bake from top and bottom and the possibility to
exchange humid air with new dry air to ensure the
right baking environment inside the oven.
Cakes are usually baked on wire belts like the
famous OGB, but also other types like woven wire
mesh or even solid steel belts can be used.

Granola
The latest trends for granola, crunch or Müsli productions is to bake the products in the impingement
style oven. SENIUS have solutions that optimises

Versatile and flexible concept
The versatile and flexible concept of the
impingement oven is the right solution for
most products and provides the baker with
the optimal possibilities to adjust and optimize the baking profile fast and reliably for
each product. The oven is equipped with
multiple zones, and each zone consist of a
number of 2m. long sections. The baking
belt is chosen to suit the specific product’s
process requirements.

the granola structure and bite, without compromising on the other product characteristics.

Applications
Cookies

Pies

Cakes

Pizza

Sponge

Flat bread

Biscuits

Macarons

Granola, crunch
& Müsli
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Direct Fired
Oven

Principal description
The working principle is gas ribbon burners
fitted directly into the baking chamber.
Various burner types makes it possible to
make a unique baking profile for every
product. The burner controls are split in top
and bottom heat and in more zones.

Direct Fired Oven
The Direct Gas Fired concept is usually chosen in the first part of the oven line to bake
with more moisture and higher temperature
in the first part of the baking process.

OVEN DATA
Each zone is made by a flexible
number of oven modules, and each
modules can be equipped with various number of top and bottom burners
Zone lengths are determined with
respect to the application, the volume
and the type of baking.
The exhaust of each zone is done
seperately and with adjustable
volume as required.
The ribbon burners are using gas as
energy source.

Applications
Crackers
Hard biscuits
Pizza
Flat bread
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Scones

SENIUS Direct Fired Oven
The versatile and flexible concept of this Direct Gas
Fired oven is the right solution for products that require the direct and moist heat transfer inside the
baking chamber. This oven concept is specifically
chosen for running high temperatures inside the
baking chamber.
”The oven is equipped with multiple zones, and each
zone consist of a number of 2m. long sections. All

burners can be seperately switched on and off, and
each baking zone can be regulated seperately.
The baking belt is chosen with respect to the desired
baking method and the desired pattern on the backside of the product. Products are baked directly on
the solid or woven wire mesh baking belt or on baking trays that are transported through the oven on
an open wire mesh belt.

Hybrid Oven
A hybrid combination of the Direct Gas Fired oven
and the Impingement Oven is desired by some bakeries, to bake their products to full perfection.
The Direct Gas Fired concept is usually chosen in
the first part of the oven line to bake with more

moisture and higher temperature in the first part of
the baking profile.
To save energy for heating up the baking belt, the return belt can run through the lower part of the baking chamber.

Hard biscuits and crackers
The most common baking method for hard biscuits
and crackers is the hybrid oven type. The first 30 –
50 % of the baking area is the direct gas fired type
and the remaining part is indirect forced convection

baking. The execution of the oven is designed to fit
the exact requirements of the specific products to be
baked.
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SENIUS
Multiple
designs

Cakes in baking
tray

Sponge cake and
cake slaps

Solutions for
granola

Cookies and soft
biscuits

Hard biscuits and
crackers
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Cakes in baking tray
The Senius indirect forced convection oven with OGB band is an excellent solution for the baking of
many different types of products baked in trays such as, cup-cakes, muffins, pound cakes, madeleines,
lady fingers, quiche, pies, tartelettes a.m.

Sponge cake and cake slaps
The Senius convection oven with steel band is widely used for the baking of products such as swiss
rolls, mini rolls, layer cake, tiramisu ect. Senius also provides special oven executions for the baking of
cake slaps with thicknesses of up to 50 mm. For such applications side guides in either metal plate or
silicon strips ensure that the dough stays on the baking band and secures the optimum use of the band
width with minimum product waste.

Solutions for granola
Senius can provide complete process solutions for the production of baked granola and muesli
products. The Senius solution includes mixing, feeding, baking, cooling, and paddle crunching. With our
preferred partners we may also offer solutions for the baked granola bars as an integrated part of the
process.

Cookies and soft biscuits
Senius can provide baking solutions for the specific process requirements of various deposited, wire cut,
extruded, and moulded products. The most efficient baking method for these products is the indirect
forced convection oven. However, in some cases for specific products also hybrid ovens are used where
direct gas fired baking and indirect forced convection baking methods are combined to achieve an optimum baking profile for specific products. Senius can provide complete solutions for the production of
most types of extruded, deposited, and wire cut cookies, rotary moulded biscuits, jaffa cakes, macarons, a.m.

Hard biscuits and crackers
Senius can provide baking, cooling, and stacking solutions for various types of hard biscuits and crackers. The most common baking method for this product range is the hybrid oven type with the first 30 –
50 % of the baking area being of the direct gas fired type and the remaining part indirect forced convection baking. The execution of the oven is designed to fit the exact requirements of the specific products
to be baked. With preferred partners Senius can provide turn-key solutions for the production of this
product range.

SENIUS Multiple Applications
SENIUS Food Equipment designs and supplies process lines for the baking industry. Our
offer ranges from single units to complete
lines, and customised solutions developed
for specific customer needs. Hence we do
not consider ourselves just as an equipment
supplier, but as much a provider of ideas and
solutions which fits the specific needs of the
individual client.
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Forced Cooling
Tunnel

Principal description
Air is being circulated at high velocity
through a large number of holes from either
top or top and bottom. The air is cooled down
through the cooling tower by cooling radiators using any cooling fluid. The calories
from the products are sucked back to the
cooling tower and re-cooled before returning
into the tunnel.

Modular cooling tunnel
This modular cooling tunnel is cooled by a
number of cooling towers on top of the
cooling tunnel itself. The towers have high
volumen air fans, filters, cooling coils and
water separation cell. The tunnel can be
equipped with multiple zones, and each
zone consist of a number of 2m. long sections. The cooling belt can be any kind of
plastic food approved belts or the baking
belt can run straight through the tunnel.

DATA
Tunnel sides can be opened on both
sides for good access and cleaning
Return belt can run through the
tunnel or underneath.
The materials are stainless steel
inside and the tunnel is easy
washable.
Automatic band steering of the
cooling belt.
Extra space inside the tunnel for any
device to handle the products during
the cooling process.
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The height of the cooling belt can be
adapted to the specific need.

Cooling after the oven
There are various solutions to use for cooling down the products after the oven.
Some products must be cooled down on the
baking belt, before transferring the less
fragile products to the next steps in the
production line.
Other products must be cooled more
intensive in forced cooling tunnels in order
to take as much heat out of the products
before handling and packing.

Hydro baking band cooler by the use of
cold water on the backside of the baking
band
Jet air cooler fan units is using the ambient air to blow away the evaporating heat
from products.
These can also be mounted on the underside of the baking band to remove heat from
the band and thereby cooling the products.
Cooling tunnels are using forced air
circulation at higher volumes and use a cooling fluid for the intensive cooling of the air.
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Retractors
and loaders

Retractors and loaders
With SENIUS’ highly experienced engineering staff we design and manufacture simple
or very complex product loading and unloading systems.
Retractors and oven loader conveyor units
are reliable and innovative solutions to
bakeries complex demands for reliable
transport of the products.

Granola Loaders
SENIUS provides a special Spreader machine, that through a dedicated design and
functions spreads a very even amount and
structure of the granola or Müsli products
The hopper is top loaded and it can easily
be rolled out for thorough cleaning of the
product areas.
For wider baking ovens an other spreading
system is available, that uses a retractor
belt for the even spread of products.

Data
Spreader machines by rotating
separators and conveyor belts.
Retracting spreader conveyor
solutions with 2D movements
Paddle cruncher separator and
spreader
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Installation
The SENIUS oven concept is based on oven modules
of 2m. length, no matter what the baking width is.
All oven modules will fit on a regular trailer for land
transport or in a regular container for ocean shipments. This very flexible concept allows the instal-

lation time to be very short, as moving and erecting
the sections is a simple operation.
All ovens are FAT tested in our factory prior to shipments, which means that the initial testing and
starting up is done in only few days.

Pies
Pies, torts and the like are produced in baking foils
and maybe also in baking trays. Usually the baking
times are long and the temperatures pretty low, due
to the heavy load and density of the pies. So impingement/convection ovens are again chosen for
this type of product. The ovens are mostly wide belt
ovens, using the famous type OGB belt or the like.

This belt is designed to carry this kind of quite heavy
products and still a very open belt allowing the baking air and temperature to influence on the products
as much as possible.
Our design is optimised for easy loading and unloading the product or trays to the baking belt.

Sponge
Swiss rolls are widely baked in impingement/convection ovens all over the world. The usually aerated
batter and the delicate engredienses makes the baking of these products a task that requires know how
to do it right. With the right combination of radiation
and convection airflows in the right spot during the
baking process the expected nice product can be
achieved. The impingement/convection oven with

the special provision for sponge baking and the
many flexible process varibles it is possible to obtain
a high quality bake. Swiss rolls, Mini Swiss rolls, and
other variations as well as layer cakes, and in many
different shapes and dimensions forms the wide assortment of sponge cakes. SENIUS have good and
long lasting relationships to other machine suppliers
especially for this kind of sponge products
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A versatile
choice of
combinations

Great variety of options
Hydro band coolers for solid steel
baking band
All possible baking conveyors &
baking belts
Jet air coolers for the conveyor after
the oven
Diffusing radiation baking option for
fragile product surfaces.
Dough handling and feeding
machines and conveyors
Steel baking band greasing unit
Gas, oil and electric energy sources
for the heat exchanger is possible.
Baking belt returned inside oven for
optimisation of the energy
consumption.

Accesories
Seperate conveyors in many forms
Product top brushes
Product top trimming
Transfer brush
Product stacking
Product heat printer
Heat recycling solutions
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Humidity measurements
The circulated air in the baking chamber contains a variable
amount of moisture. This amount is controlled by letting new
fresh and dry air into the airflow. The amount of new fresh air is
regulated by damper motors controlled by integrated humidity
sensors.

Heat Recycling
Excessive warm air and combustion gasses are exhausted
through the chimneys in each zone of the tunnel oven. A portion
of this exessive heat can be recycled into the new fresh air for
oven zone or to an external water system for cleaning etc.

Chimneys
Chimneys from each heat exchanger and the exhaust hoods can
be supplied or the bakery can choose their own supplier.

Belt cleaning
Various solutions for cleaning the baking belt can be chosen;
from single steel brush to scraper system and the combination
of these.

Paper roll-up
Some products require baking on paper.
SENIUS can install a paper applicator and paper roll-up system,
that requires a minimum of operator activity.
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Main office

World wide representation
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Agents and partners around the world
represent SENIUS and are ready any time
to discuss the needs of the bakeries world
wide.

Main office
Nedergaardsvej 32
DK-8723 Loesning | Denmark
T: +45 7589 3353
www.senius.dk

Highly skilled engineering!

World Class Manufacturing!

The design of the SENIUS ovens is based on
many years of experience within the group
and it’s engineering team.

The SENIUS ovens are manufactured in a
world class manufacturing plant with international standards and more than 35 years
of experience in engineering and building of
industrial tunnel ovens.

Inhouse mechanical and electrical skills are
supported by dedicated subsuppliers, each
specialists in their own technology areas.

Modern technology and manufacturing
machinery is in use internally or amongst
the best European sub suppliers.

Service is vital!
Our own service people are supported by a
group of specialists that are flexible and
available upon the demand from our
customers.
And due to our many years of experience with
convection ovens of various brands, we are
able to assist with service and spare parts to
a great part of the bakeries world wide.
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T: +45 7589 3353
mail@senius.dk
www.senius.dk

Nedergaardsvej 32
DK-8723 Loesning
Denmark

SENIUS - 08-19

Main office:

